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Dear kindred spirit friends of Jakob Lorber and related servants as Emanuel
Swedenborg, Gottfried Mayerhofer and further writers commissioned by our
Lord Jesus. Be all greeted in the Lord. The new doctrine of Truth is reported to
Jakob Lorber in a non-mediumistic way. This divine doctrine has existed for
over 150 years in book form and was taught nearly 2,000 years ago, to the
students and the people of Jesus, in what was then Palestine. This “New
Revelation” of Jesus - was revealed again in 1840 and by the Austrian writingservant- or Prophet Jakob Lorber and many writings supplemented again. He
received his information not on inspiration [trance] but he was in full
consciousness dictated by the Lord Jesus Himself.

=======================================================

INTROSPECTION– SELF EXAMINATION

Contacts and reactions
We received friendly and useful responses to the Jakob-Lorber-Bulletin Nr.25.
Reactions will be published to the incoming order again:

Gerard

The send copy [preferably between the 15th and 17th of a month] is processed
in the next issue. Incoming copy outside the specified dates is then postponed
and is probably included in the subsequent publication.

- We wish you a blissful enjoyment in reading================================================================

Contacts and reactions
Dear kindred spirits and Lorber friends,
The JLBI edition has been around for two years. In the private sphere, I was asked if
there would be enough copy in the future. I have never been worried about that. On
the contrary. There is an inexhaustible information- material with a lot of inspiration. It
goes without saying that the composition of the JLBI can be diverse; we inspire each
other and many subjects can be explored. It is the Lord in Jacob Lorber, who will
always show us the way and will mediate much knowledge on many topics, if we are
open to it.
There are two movements in this bulletin:
1. Experts of all divine writings through Jakob Lorber.
2. A readership that interests and orientates about this.
I am very grateful to all participants who made a donation in 2017. Without them, this
bulletin could not have existed. I also thank all those who expressed themselves in
this letter with interesting subjects. Sometimes there was a pro and a contra, and I
say sorry to you, if I have sometimes expressed myself too harsh about Dudde. I did
not want to hurt anyone among the readership; I only wrote how I saw it and that was
vice versa.
From January 15, 2018, the bulletin will consist of no more than 12-15 pages
and that is for practical reasons. With a request to supply any copy up to two
pages. By doing so, you do help to not exceed the set page-limit whereby very long
contributions are avoided.

It is an art - just like the poet, to show all subjects in short wording. I myself will have
to give the example in this. In this way, I possibly meet the wishes of many readers.
I wish everyone a lot of reading-pleasure with a good conclusion of 2017 and God’s
blessing for the coming year 2018, G

=================================================================

=

Ron Yates from Australia
Hi, Gerard,
I love it when something turns up that I have known for decades. One example is the issue
about Swedenborg. And another one is that the Old Testament represents the Father or First
Era.
The New Testament represents Jesus or the Second Era. The Third Testament represents
the Holy Spirit or the Third Era.
Please go to 144000.net = http://144000.net/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lZZ7ZFTFmR8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gd7JtXiAWFA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rMcoRb34laA
After watching two great examples of children with memories of a previous life, read about
the Third Testament (that I have read in a greatly condensed English version) in which Jesus
speaks to Rogue Rojas and others and when they died, from 1866 to 1950.

The Second Coming of Jesus was in Mexico and basically He said: do away with tradition,
ceremonies, priests, bishops and churches and communicate with Me, one to One, spirit to
Spirit.
They received the Inner Word just as Jakob Lorber did and recorded it all.

Answer
Hello Ron,
With interest, I have listened to the youtube links. I am also curious about the reactions from
the audience. Otherwise, I will definitely come back to that. Also, in connection with the
“Second Coming of Christ in Mexico, who would have been?” This book [in 12 volumes, I
think ] is also available in German. I give the link here:
https://jesus-comes.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/08/Das_Dritte_Testament.pdf - But you
can of course also investigate it on Google.
Whether or not I agree with that, that is, of course, an individual question of faith. By the way,
I also give the forgotten links in relation to Swedenborg. [Unfortunately, not mentioned in the
previous issue!]
www.swedenborg.nl https://swedenborg.com/about-us/ en http://www.swedenborg.de/
Best regards, G.

============================================

======================

Caspar Verhulst from Canada
Dear Gerard,
In the pieces of Bertha Dudde and Jakob Lorber, I have read and learned many
interesting things about the soul. I have understood, among other things, that the
soul passes via the man at the conception of the woman. So the soul is then in the
fertilized cell. Where, after some time the soul develops electro-organic.
Yet, I still have a question:
Is there anyone who knows WHEN the Soul, sent by the angels, enters the man,
the causer of conception? So, at what moment does that soul-entrance takes
place?
God’s blessing,
Caspar Verhulst

Answer
Dear Caspar
Thank you for this unexpected and fascinating question. Maybe you can use this text
below. As soon as the SOUL begins to move and what is also felt in the womb of the
woman, this usually takes place between two and three months!] In the other case, I
hope to give you more clarification about this and perhaps via the readership. Gerard
Here Caspar, is a short description about the ‘begetting of the soul’:
[GGJ.04_120,15] “A human female also contains some nature-substance within
herself; but if the act of procreation should take place in the manner familiar to
everyone, a little cluster is also fertilized and aroused, but then plucked out like a
single grape from a bunch, brought to the correct location and an already completed
soul is added. The soul then cares for a time for this grape-like life form, until its
substance has developed sufficiently for the soul, as it constantly contracts, to
penetrate into the still very fluid and loosely assembled embryo, a process which it
takes the soul two lunar months to complete. Once the soul has the embryo in
the mother’s womb fully in its power, the child immediately becomes
perceptibly alive and quickly grows to its pre-ordained size.”
[GGJ.04_120,16] “As long as the nervous system in the flesh of the child is not fully
developed and remains inactive, the soul consciously and energetically works to
control the body as necessary. Once the nervous system is fully formed and its spirit,
as it continuously develops, becomes very active in an orderly way, the soul
increasingly rests and finally falls asleep in an area near the kidneys. The soul is now

no longer conscious of itself and merely vegetates, without any remembrance of its
earlier exposed state in nature. It only begins slowly to awake a few months after
birth as can be seen quite easily from its diminishing addiction to sleep, but requires
a longer period of time to recover greater consciousness. When a child has a
mastery of speech, then true consciousness enters the soul, but without any
recollection of the past, as that would certainly have any value during the further
development of the soul.”
[Earth and Moon, chap. 51: 5] “If this fruit has spent about three months physically
alive in the motherly body, at the now calm soul, whose heart has attained a certain
solidity, an everlasting spirit is laid in that heart of the soul; this happens through the
spirit of an angel and that eternal spirit is given a sevenfold envelope. “
(7) After the spirit has been laid in the heart of the soul, which action happens
to some children sooner, to others somewhat later, often also three days before
birth, the body comes to maturity faster and the birth can take place.”
[GH.03_40.06.17,03] “See, man is composed of a natural body, which is a vessel in
which through the various organs, a living soul develops; because in the birth by
conception only the sole essence of the physical body is formed. Only in the
seventh month, when the physical being organically- if they are not quite
entirely to the form than to its parts - is formed by the vegetative life of the
mother, in the region of the stomach pit, a not for the eyes Perceptible vesicle of the
Father in which the substance of the soul is contained, is opened and then divides
itself to the whole organism due to the connection with the nerves, then it transforms
a magnetic fluid present in all the nerves into its own and penetrates fast in all other
organs, the last in the hearth muscles which usually happens on the seventh day and
sometimes only a little later.”
[GH.02_47.06.10,16] “The marriage is first, the first discipline in which humanity must
be conceived since they should ever come to a higher order! Marriage is a free unity
of two hearts, two souls, two spirits (plus and minus,man and woman) from where
someday the great Union in Me and with myself should emerge as a purpose of all
being”.
[Sg.01_022,05] ‘You will remember, that I then, in order to prepare these fallen spirits
for the return, He who created the material world, and from there on formed in matter
in a form and she again, though involuntarily, allowed the school of humility or denial
to pass “
‘You will remember that I said in the’ Household Of God ‘, where it is about the
creation of the spirit- and material world, that in the first place the spirits were created
and from and among them the greatest:’ Satana ‘or’ Lucifer ‘; that the latter, instead of
being a light-bearer, became together with his companions My apostate, carrier and
representative of the darkness. ‘
“Furthermore, you will remember that I then, in order to find a way to return for these
fallen spirits, created the material world, clothed them there in matter and thus,invited
them, although against their will, to go through the school of humility and denial. In
this way, as you will remember, the way has been indicated along spirits, beginning

with the hardest mass up to the human, as the last step of the material creation,
increasingly purify and rise themselves. However, you also remember that in the
human, as you say, “three days before birth a small bubble of the finest and most
solid soul substance 1. closes around the once bad spirit. Inside, however, the actual
divine spark of love itself has its seat, and the latter, then gives the bad spirit spark
first the opportunity to develop for the benefit of the good, and secondly always drives
him to this “.
“Well, if you think about what has been said before, then the question must
come to mind: when that spirit is put in that vesicle just three days before the birth,
who develops the child’s body until that moment ? Who took care of his interior, and
who of his outer form and constitution as a human being, so that at least the means
are all already available that are needed to make a human to
My liking? “... See further in the highest current book ‘ Secrets of Creation’, chap. 22

==================================================================

Caspar from Canada
Reaction to Jan Pool by Caspar.
Dear Gerard,
In the Bulletin of this month, I read about a Website of Scot Clarke. I watched that. That
September 23 showed the Revelations of the 12th sign in heaven, I am convinced of that. The
“sign” means: to unfold. This Revelation will take place in the near future.
However, where many go wrong is that they think that the raising of the Male Child to the
Throne of God is the “absorption” of the church. Revelation 12:5. But in the time of Jesus,
this Male Child was: Jesus and the mother: Mary. Because this is a Revelation for the future,
this Masculine Child, that is, a multiple of it, is similar to the first fruits from Revelation 14,
raised to heaven WHILE they are already on Earth. They receive instruction with the
authority of God to act AS JESUS did. Jesus said: “One will then perform even greater
works!”
This Male Child (a multiple of them) will lead the Woman = the Church (including the reborn
Israel) with an iron rod in the desert = the spiritual oppression for 42 months.
I have enclosed a prophecy about this, albeit in English: ‘The Bride and the Manchild’. Also,
in the book: ‘Hidden Manna in the end times’ much is told about it. Now I have translated the
most important parts, about 100 pages. [See also the attachment!]
Oh yes, this recording is NOT for the great tribulation, but means before the end. I can
substantiate this if necessary.
Warm greetings - Warme groeten - Shalom, Caspar

Answer
Dear CasparThank you for your intense ‘detective work’ and the translation of your indicated
sources. As you will surely understand, it is not possible for me to include the entire text of

approx. 100 pages in this bulletin or to send both the attachments [the English translation
and the original copy]. I will publish your e-mail address here, so that the readers who are
interested, can request the texts of choice from you.
Kind regards, Gerard
E-MAIL-ADRESS of Caspar is: caspar26@verhulst.ca

==================================================================

Manuela from Portugal
Dear Gerard,
Greetings from our church to you and to all Jakob Lorber related friends. On behalf of
Pastor Egídio and our congregation, we are pleased to send you our October edition
in English.
We have mentioned the charities so often, as you may have noticed. In accordance
with the teachings of the “Complete Light” given by the Lord to Jacob Lorber, love
and charity were the focal point of Jesus’ “teachings” - as faith without action is dead.
I understand that there is a shortage of both on this hedonistic [pleasure] world. May
God help us all, (and that with small gestures!) And try to awaken people who are not
yet aware of how important our spiritual life is.

Many blessings to everyone who works on and for the good.
Your sister in the Lord, Manuela from Portugal.

Answer
Good day, Manuela,
Again My sincere thanks for taking care of your monthly edition, and this magazine is,
as agreed, gladly connected with our bulletin, so with the reference to your website.
I miss the Spanish and English translation of the past months. Perhaps due to lack of
time?
Anyway, I wish you a lot of strength in dedicating yourself to spreading the JacobLorber Works, and with God’s blessing. Gerard
===========================================================

=======

Maria from Italy
Dear Gerard,
I found the accompanying texts with a certain resemblance and with the
circumstances of our time, interesting. Judge for yourself, whether it fits another, - or
not - in the next edition.
In memorial of Jesus, I wish you and all the spirit-minded brothers and sisters and
Lorber-friends a Merry Christmas! Maria

Answer
Hello, dear Maria,
May I thank you warmly for sending the newly sent CD from Italy the German
language, in which PRAYER and LOVE are central. Unfortunately, I could not open
the information from the CD [I am clumsy in such things!], But on Google I searched it
and extracted the data. I will call in an expert to help Me to open this CD.
You also sent some appendices. The first one is about the future on Earth and the
second one is about the pronounced blessing of a transitional year which I would
like to include [abbreviated] in our bulletin. You indicated the source as ‘the arch of
peace’ - Milan. I took the picture from the internet and added it to the article. Thank
you again for ‘thinking along’ and ‘cooperating’ with our bulletin and the generous
donation for our work. You too, Mary, look back on our works, all of which are led by
our Lord. A Merry Christmas in memory of Jesus. Gerard
================================================================

New years blessing
On request of Maria from Itay published from Jesus via Jakob Lorber
31. December 1861.

2

So write! - At the end of the year, I give you, those who still hold on to Me and
believe in Me, a spark about what the coming year will bring. The best is, that
all who hold on to My name, can count on My constant love and grace. Who
has that, do not let them look at the world, what it does and wants to do; for I
alone am truly the Lord and the destiny of all men, great or small, rich or poor,
mighty or powerless, that is in My hand and in My power.

3

The cloud, from which the lightning flashes continually and illuminates
everything from the rise to the downfall, is determined by the firmament of the
spirit, and the old Babylonian superstition, and the lie and deceit thereof sinks

unstoppable into the abyss. Should I not lead the regents through the need, so
that they too become enlightened and then unable to provide protection for the
realm of darkness, judgment and death?
4

5

Just remember, that I am doing everything this day, what you do not like, but is
nevertheless full of blessing for this Earth. In short, whoever is in My light,
does not have to fear anything!
I will and shall now visit the haughtiness and the spoiled pride in a way that no
one has yet thought, - she will have to ruin herself in her rivalry like the old whore
of Babylon; for both are children of one and the same spirit and must destroy
themselves.
But all who are tired and burdened with all kinds of unnecessary fear, come to Me
in your heart with love and I will refresh you all! - Accept with these words My
blessing for the coming year and for even longer and for ever. Amen. - That I tell
you.
[source: Gifts from Heaven, volume 3,p .386]

============================================================= ===

Bernadette from The Netherlands
Dear Gerard,
From the piece: “What I give you is only for the heart”, (page 19) then it became an eyeopener to me in my own faith. I now see that I am mainly occupied by the head, and want

to understand everything intellectual. I have to focus more on my mood and my heart. It
feels like a new road ... I’m still a little bit bewildered, but somewhere I always knew it. It is
pleasantly confronting to get it now so clearly presented. Furthermore, I have also a
question: the little bit at the top about: “who praises the dancer and the acrobat is the
prince of the killer .... etc.” I do not understand this completely. What is meant by “dancer
and acrobat”?
Sincerely,
Bernadette Tulling

ANSWER
Hello dear Bernadette,
Good for you, that some things have given you some clarification. That also makes me
happy and excited to receive such a response, and that as a ‘gift’.
To answer the question about ‘the dancer and the acrobat and to praise them’, we have to
dive into the Jakob-Lorber Scriptures a bit more. E.g. the following as an example and
summarized short:
[Household of God.03_352,05] But the people of the depths have no fear! They illuminate
their cities with torches and big oil lamps [nowadays the excessive lightning of cities and
villages!] and having fun doing it; they still court and let them be courted, and hold banquets,
games and dances, while I, their Creator, mourn them and can not help them, as to not
destroy them in their spirits forever!

[Earth and Moon.01_059,05] Such so-called hot beverages are the first means through which
these carnal devils enter a person’s flesh.
(6)The second path is just as dangerous as the first, and it is attending a dance! You may
safely assume that, at any such dances, there are at all times at least ten times as many
invisible, flesh-addicted impure souls present as there are guests. Under certain
circumstances, it is easy for them to enter the flesh, which here is severely stirred up and
exceptionally susceptible to that type of filthy soul riff-raff. This is also why people who have
attended such a ball feel an actual aversion to anything higher or sublime. This may easily be
observed, especially in cities.
(7) And as far as students are concerned, it often happens that those who were once diligent
students do not think about books or learning after such a dance, but do think continuously
about the white neck, bosom, arm, and so on of a female, and have the eyes of the object of
their affection constantly on their minds. Their senses are occupied with nothing but the

object at the dance, which gave them such great pleasure. This is why so many students
give up their studies. Many, instead of studying the sciences, study only for their daily bread
in order to become, as soon as possible, married with their lovely dance partners, such as
they may be. And if such a couple actually marries, they are as incompatible as man and
wife as the day is with the night.
(8)
The initial time such a married couple spends together is spent strictly in sensuous
pleasures. Therefore, in a very short time all the specifica are completely used up, which
specifica should have been dedicated to the formation of power for procreation; and this is
usually followed by fatigue of the flesh. In such cases, the carnal devils that inhabit such a
human being seek a way out by suggesting, as would a family doctor, that such a soul looks
for other flesh. Thus the wife soon becomes disgusting to her husband, and vice versa.
(Divorces!!!)
She gradually begins to look for young paramours; the husband, however, will usually go out
at night to get Afresh air.” And such a relation continues until such a married couple becomes
weary of each other; soon they divorce, or merely go their separate ways. Such occurrences
– which are presently the order of the day – are the fruits of the ball or dances and such like,
and the consequences of possession of the above-mentioned evil patrons of the flesh.
(9)
At first, this state of possession does not express itself with the same severity in
everyone as it does in some, such as those who, through alcoholic drinks, have
accommodated such unclean spirits within themselves. The spirits which come out of these
hot drinks may be easily removed by means of a strong prayer for the soul by her spirit,
whereupon a normal condition of the flesh is restored. The alien spirits which were attracted
through the pleasures of dancing are not, however, so easily removed. It requires a
considerable amount of fasting, prayer, and self-denial, through which the soul unites more
and more with her spirit. The spirit then reaches through the soul and throws the evil riff-raff
out of the house of the soul.
(10) What would such a couple generally does while at a dance? Besides dancing, they
would usually eat and drink throughout the dance, and afterwards they may eat even more
than normal, because they want to “replenish their energy,” which is the same as a
guarantee to the carnal devils of a lifelong pension and lodging in their souls and blood.
(11) The physical body of many male and female dancers, when they have
accommodated too many such guests, will in a very short time cease to exist, because
these malicious carnal imps, who are no longer able to find any more room in the
kidneys and parts of the genitals, prepare their dwellings also in the spleen, liver, and
lungs. Wherever such an emigrant from Hell makes his home, he kills the flesh
wherein he dwells. The consequences of this, are hardening of the spleen and liver,
consumption of the lungs and emaciation. When two or more enter the lungs, they
then cause galloping consumption.
(12) “I tell you that you may be assured that most human illnesses originate from their
hellish inhabitants, for which they themselves have paved the way into their own flesh;
(13) Many already begin the school of Hell in their youth and these are the true children of
the world. These human beings do not sense that they are accommodating foreign guests of
the dirtiest kind. These spirits not only seek to place the mood and flesh of the host but also
work in this manner upon the soul to the extent that she begins to find pleasure in all kinds of
worldly things.”
(14) These worldly things, especially for females, are “fashion”! The charming flesh must
be covered in accordance with the prevailing fashion, the hair must be curled and the skin

must be embrocated with well-scented potions. For men, there must be the ever-present
hellish tobacco, and many young dandies, if they have a little money, will frequently
smoke as much in one day as ten poor people spend to buy enough bread to feed
themselves.
(15) You should also know what the spiritual significance of this fashionable smoking is.
These evil inhabitants make every effort to familiarize the soul, while living a physical life,
with the hellish vapors and stink of tobacco. Therefore, after the soul leaves the body, she
does not become aware of her stinking company immediately, nor does she sense

early enough that this fine company, completely unnoticed, is leading her into the
third Hell.
(16) It has already been said that each soul, after the death of the physical body,
comes first into the company of angels, whereat their evil company must yield in the
twinkling of an eye. It happens in this instance as well. But such a soul does not remain
permanently in the company of the angels, but instead is placed in a position whereby she
may restore herself completely. In other words, she is brought to a place where,
through free activity, she may regain the necessary specifica for her restoration
that she squandered on this world.
(17) Here the aforementioned evil carnal company can approach such a soul unnoticed,
although these hellish beings stink pestilential to a soul that is pure to a certain degree,
and such a soul easily notices their presence. But a soul whose sense of smell has been
so dulled no longer notices the approach of evil company. And we certainly cannot
mention the sense of sight, since the soul does not have sufficient light yet, as the viewing
of the soul comes only from the inside. Therefore, she can only see that which is
within her, but not that which is outside of her.
[GH.01_40.07.07, 05] Therefore, you, My lovers, should not act as the children of hell do, but
your gift is seen by no one but by Me, by the poor and by you. And each one richly to the
ratio of his power!
[GH.01_40.07.07,06] For verily, verily, I say to you, because of a penny you will receive an
earth and because of a sip of living water a SUN and will be princes themselves! - If you do
so out of pure love to Me, then, friends, I tell you nothing else than that. First of all, no one
will ever see, nor feel death and that during his earthly life. For a sweet death will certainly
become a great awakening in the arms of his holiest Father. And in the second place, it will
mean: “being a friend of God forever” - that friends - remember, who you call His friends! That, you cannot understand!
Well Bernadette, what you read here, is just the tip of the ‘iceberg’. I advise you to read the
book “Earth and Moon” by Jakob Lorber, available at the bookstore or at the Jakob Lorber
Foundation in the Netherlands. Of course, there is a difference between ‘dancing’ and
‘dancing’. Gerard

=================================================================

Fish from the Sky
Not just a phenomenon
by Klaus Opitz
In the press recently appeared a notification, after it must have rained in Mexico. So strange
as this statement sounds, the phenomenon is neither new nor made up. Jesus explained
these phenomena through Jakob Lorber in the book “Earth and Moon”, in the chapter
“Man-female conceptions of the Earth and in subsequent chapters.
The Press Notification:
“At first it sounds like an absurd report: In Mexico, it must have recently rained fishes
[Tuesday, last month ]. But the civil protection of the city of Tampico in northern Mexico
made it known that the animals had fallen from the sky. “
On their facebook site, employees published two photos of a few small fish in a bag and a
dead fish on the walkway. In a light rain, fish had fallen from the sky. While some
neighborhood residents saw the phenomenon as a divine sign, according to the scientists
about this event there is even a logical explanation.

They assume that tornadoes can pull the fish and also frogs and birds in the air with
strong winds. The storms that sweep over the waters, the so-called waterspouts,then circle
around so long, until the animals fall to the bottom again. Incidentally, that does not happen
as with a real rainfall, so in a pouring rain. In other words, a small animal falls from the clouds
here and there. According to the Library of Congress, the phenomenon is even known by the
antiques. The New York newspaper - the Times - reported on an identical incident in
Honduras only a few months ago. “(According to: www.focus.de on 4.10.2017)
Jesus in “Earth and Moon”, short text excerpt:
“When the Earth is considered to be one, male and female, she procreates and gives
birth in the most abundant manner ..”(Earth and Moon.01_014,01)
In reality, the fact that the Earth produces seeds for plants and animals may be learned
from many occurrences on the surface of the Earth, as for example the original forestation
of the mountains or the growth of moss and grass on a once desolate steppe where
nothing has grown for a thousand years. Mold and fungi have never produced seeds. To
these phenomena belong the raining of fish, snakes, and toads, amongst others, although

this seldom occurs; there is not one naturalist who can prove that a whirlwind sucked
them up from the Earth and deposited them at another place. (Reference Blue Books, by
Strindberg. - ED.). He would also have to prove that there is such a place on Earth where
these animals are present in such great numbers. And if he could do that, then the original
procreative potency of the Earth would be proven, namely that she has the capacity of
bringing such beings forth from out of herself. [Earth and Moon chapter. 14:17 ff.]
It seems that these phenomena happen in such a manner as to enable you to believe that
they were caused by whirlwinds which unite them in the air; they form a cluster, and
when the lifting power of the wind ceases, they fall down. It would take a very strong
hurricane or a twister to lift frogs, toads, and snakes. If, further, these kinds of animal
bodies were to be subjected to such a raging storm, they would be torn to pieces before they
could come back to Earth. Secondly, such a twister, in order that it might take all these
animals out of a lake or swamps, would have to have an immense diameter in length and
width for several hours, and such an expenditure of energy that no mountain could resist it.
And thirdly, such a powerful twister would also take water of the lake with it to the last drop or
even a whole swamp in such a way that not even a loose grain of sand would remain behind.
Where it rains such animals, it would also rain water, mud, sludge and many other water
animals and plants, yet this is never the case with these so-called amphibian rains. These
phenomena arise in the following way:
The earth, as a double creature (male feminine procreation of the earth), in some region
out of its bowels, produces an ordinary countless number of very small eggs. These are
very small and are easily driven out through the pores and channels of the earth. The
higher they ascend, the more they expand through the fermenting substances they contain,
and in the end they are lighter than air. They rise above the surface of the Earth in the shape
or form of a dark fog, like an air balloon. When they have reached a certain height, they enter
into a very strong electrical current. In this current they mature very fast and are usually born
in the number of many thousands of millions. Since these animals form a body of air by
the electrical current, they cannot maintain themselves at these heights; therefore they slowly
sink to Earth. That is how they descend well-preserved, and live for a few more hours.
Since this configuration is a step leap and is not in harmony with the orderly progress of
the intelligences out of the earth *, they soon pass from the existential being again, are
absorbed by the earth again, and are driven into the plant kingdom, noticing is that such
products then probably go earlier in the formerly apparent animal level, as if such animal
levels for the time being to go through a whole legion of plant life in the ordinary order. For
one can say ‘animal stages’ because they are already emerging as such from the earth
as animal beings, but which must of course take a step back into the plant kingdom
before they can assume the intensely animal character ... “( EM.01_014,17ff)
*) Mineral, plant, animal, human
[Editorial note: 200 AD frogs and fish
In the work ‘Deipnosophistae’ (freely translated, “Scholars at the table”) Athenaeus of
Naucratis mentions three days of heavy downpours in the Greek province of Chersonesus
where frogs and fish fell from the sky. According to Athenaeus, there were so many, that
roads were blocked and doors could not be opened anymore. According to his report, the
animals have caused an unbearable smell for weeks.]

[In his encyclopedia Naturalis Historia, the Roman writer Pliny the Elder, wrote about ‘a
storm of frogs and fish’ between the year 77 and 79. It would not be the last time that such
incidents would be recorded. In 1946 the American scientist investigated. E.W. Grudger 78
cases of animal rains and wrote about it in the scientific journal Science ‘Everything that can
be moved can be sucked up by a whirlwind. If the whirlwind goes over lakes, streams or
rivers, frogs, freshwater fish or snails can also be lifted and taken over the land. When the
whirlwind eventually loses its power, it also rains fish or frogs in addition to the water that has
been sucked up.]
==========================================================

======

The Age of men
The oldest man in the world is 256 years old - He breaks the silence
before his death - He shares his secrets with the world - May 23, 2016
According to an article published in 1930 by the New York Times, Wu Chung-Chieh, a
professor at Chengdu University, discovered the Chinese Imperial Government reports from
1827, which congratulated Li Ching-Yuen on his 150th birthday, and later with others
Documents where he was congratulated on his 200th birthday in 1877.
In 1928, the New York Times correspondent wrote that many of the old men around Li claim
that their grandfathers knew him when they were boys and he was a grown man at the time.

Li Ching-Yuen reportedly started his herbal medicine career at the age of 10, where he
gathered herbs in the mountain ranges and experienced the potential from them for a long
life. He survived, thanks to a diet of herbs such as Lingzhi, goji berry, wild ginseng, gotu kola
and rice wine. In 1749, at the age of 71, he became a member of the Chinese Army as a
teacher in the martial arts. Li was told that he was a beloved figure in his community and that
he married 23 times and produced more than 200 children.
According to the well-known stories - told in his province - Li was already able to read and
write as a child, and he has traveled a lot during the collection of his herbs. For the first
hundred years, he stayed in this profession. After that, he switched to the sale of the

described collected herbs. He sold it along with other Chinese herbs and lived on a diet of
the herbs and rice wine. He was not the only one, by the way.
According to one of the “Disciples of Li,” he had once met an older man aged 500-years who
taught him Qigong exercises and nutrition that would help him extend his lifespan to
superhuman proportions.
On his deathbed, Li has the famous statement, “I’ve done everything I’ve had to do in this
world.” It is interesting to note that in the West, we have often been taught to believe that
aging is something that should be “defeated” with high-tech infrared equipment and state-ofthe-art medication. His secret for longer health: Li was asked what his secret for a long life
was. This was his answer: “Keep a calm heart, sit like a turtle, walk vividly as a dove, and
sleep like a dog.” These were the words of his instructions that Li gave to Wu Pei-Fu, the
warlord who took Li in his house, to learn the secret of his extremely long life.
Li insisted that inner peace and peace of mind combined with breathing techniques were the
keys to a long life of unbelievable proportions. Of course, his diet played a big role in that.
But it is fascinating that the oldest living person in the last story of his long life attributes his
state of mind.
The average life span of the western world is currently between 70 and 85 years. The
thought that someone is more than 200 years old seems very unrealistic. We must keep in
mind that some people do not have to deal with stress and no polluted city air. Long-lived
people do not eat refined sugars or flour, foods that have been sprayed with pesticides. They
do not live off the standard Western diet, as we have [Europe].
They do not eat fatty meats, desserts and genetically engineered modified foods. No
antibiotics. No alcohol and tobacco. They are moderate with wine. Their food is not junk food
that we eat so often; They live in nature [mountains], so that their mental, physical and
emotional health can regenerate again and again. They keep things simple, get a good
moderate sleep and spend most of their time out in the nature under the sun. As a result,
they feel rejuvenated and we people in Europe call this “vacation”
[Source: http://worldunity.me/de-oudste-man-ter-wereld-is-256-jaar-en-breekt-de-stilte-voorzijn-dood-en-deelt-zijn-geheimen-met -de-wereld]
What does the Lord say in Jakob Lorber’s letters?
[HS.01_002,12]” If a person who has become healthy in this way, then lives moderately and
properly, he will not easily get ill again and can reach a very high age.”
[GGJ.09_182,05] And so will grow and become rampant the weeds of the night of the souls
as a result of their ever awakened worldly lust for pleasure and increasing laziness of one
generation of people after another. So much so that I have no choice than to let such
people personally experience the futility and evilness of their worldly strivings by visiting them
with all kinds of plagues and judgments.
[GGJ9-154:5] During your search, which lasts now almost 20 years, since you are almost 70,
you became weak and tired and you caught all kinds of sicknesses of the soul and the body.
You went to all kinds of health resorts, and also this one here, about which you heard many
commendable things, to obtain there your physical health back again, so that you could
search again with a clear mind for the nature of life. [Red. remark: 2000 years ago!]

..For Ada was one hundred and ten years old and Zilla only a hundred, and both were still
extremely beautiful. Nowadays they would have been thought to be only in their twenty-fourth
year2
“On My advice you have now climbed this mountain with us, and as you admitted
yourself, you feel much better now than before, down
belowNNNNNNNNNNNNNNN Etc.”
[GGJ.09_154,07] “Yes, he who is old and seeks very seriously what he easily could have
found with much less effort when he was younger if the world with all its sensual pleasure
and frivolity would not have hindered him, will still find it, but only after he has cleansed his
soul of all material dross and spots.”
[GGJ.09_154,08] Suppose a man - also when he is very old - would always feel as youthful
and in perfect health, being joyful and cheerful, then, what you began to search already 20
years ago, would be, and stay, as indifferent to him as it was to you when you were young.
But the age that becomes more and more difficult, and the end of life that comes ever closer,
forces the soul, who loves life, to worry about the further nature of life, and will ask now and
then about the things concerning the blind faith of the people.
[GGJ.09_154,10] But if the soul, also when he is old, would be able to make the perishable
matter of his body young again by one or the other secret healing medicine, then he once
more would very pleasantly continue to rest in his walking grave and would not be concerned
about his own life. But God, out of His eternal love, has arranged this earthly life - which
serves for the trial of the free will - exactly in such a way that man has to become older,
weaker and more tired, and especially him who in his youth was too much attached to the
matter of this timely world, so that finally also his soul, who was kept imprisoned by death,
can lift himself up to the sure, eternal life.
[GGJ.09_154,11] Once the soul, with the help of his hidden Creator and Lord, has detached
himself from the judgment of matter and has found himself in his inner light of life through his
active striving, then he also has become lord over his matter and its death, which he
does not fear as much as before, and he is not that much concerned anymore about
the age and weakness of his body, for he himself has become healthy, strong, and full of
comfort in himself.
===========================================================
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Silvia Ohse from Germany
Dear readers,
My name is Silvia Ohse, I manage this homepage [Red .: see later in the text!] - and I
am convinced, like the letter writer Gerd, that God has given us a New Revelation by
Jakob Lorber.
Since then, Gerd has sent the copies of his first letters to Hans - and I make them
available online because they tell so beautifully about the New Revelations - I was
curious whether Hans continued to occupy himself with the Lorber Scriptures and can

get used to them. Now, of course we have to give him a little bit of time . I myself also
needed a long time and read a lot, until it became clear to me, with which I had to do
with. And the same thing I recommend to you: keep busy with the publications, about
which Gerd has told his friend so enthusiastically about and you form your own
opinion!
So that you do not have to search that long, I give here the three links about my other
websites, in which many original texts from the New Revelation can be found.
Himmelsfreunde.de
1000-Tore-zu-Gott.de
JesusistGott.de
*************************************************************************************************
As you may know, I made a link with a list of friends of the New Revelations for a
year or so ago:
www.jesusistgott.de
One of these links leads to the articles by Gerd Fred Müller, which I was allowed to
publish here:: http://www.jesusistgott.de/neue-offenbarung-mueller.htm
Gerd has since then made some other comments about the Lorberwork, and from
this a whole new book has arisen: ‘Die wahre Liebe’.
Messages about the Revelation of Jesus appointed Marriages and their high goals.
The Marriage love is a very important aspect for a successful earth life. Whether we
comply with it in the right way, can be decisive in the rest of life on the other side.
Gerd quotes several places about the Lorberwerk, and adds his own insights to this,
he explains and clarifies it. I have always liked to read his explanations and found
many spiritual treasures therein. If you are interested, you can order the book from
him:
Write to him;
Gerhard Müller, Silberweg 25, 71032 Böblingen
Moreover:
Also the homepage-page “Briefe an einen Freund”: (letter to a friend).
http://www.gottes-neuoffenbarung.de/ Verry worth reading, I think.

*****************************
IMPRESSUM
Responsible for the above information:
Silvia Ohse
Am Markt 5

96332 Pressig
Tel. and Fax 09265/8527
E-Mail: info@adwords-texter.de
Internet www.himmelsfreunde.de

*****************************
Remark from Gerard.
The above information I received from Silvia because I am a member of her
homepage ‘Heavenly friends’ = Himmelsfreunde - Gerd I know very well from
his beautiful publications in the religious circle of friends to the New
Revelations via the Yahoo network, of which I am also a member. I will
definitely buy his book soon.Thanks to Silvia for this mediation. G.

================================================================

Peace ark in the spiritual flood
On request of Maria from Itay published from Jesus via Jakob Lorber
See and trust no one outside of Me. That He says to you who created you, saved and
sanctified through His word and through His spirit! There is now a spiritual flood over the Earth, just as a material has passed four thousand
years ago at Noah’s time. He killed the flesh and this one kills both, that is, soul and body.
This flood kills the soul through the spirit of domination, which is now poured out like water
waves, partly from the inside of the Earth and partly from the sky, that is to say from the evil
spirit, and the souls that he easily engulfed with the imperiousness destroying.
And this flood is like a fire - and is that fire that is written about, that the world will therefore
be judged for the second time. If you do not want to be gripped by this heavy flood, stay
determined with Me and especially do not judge one time this way or the other time another
way, and do not say: This or that party or the big ones or the little ones are right ; for I say to
you: Now no one is right except only he who does not incline nor go back, but only stays
straight and stiff with Me and leaves everything entirely to Me, - which goes beyond that. I tell
you without detours, is sin.
All this had to come so far because of the word of God, that is My Word that I myself have
spoken before Jerusalem and likewise, as you know, all over the world.
Very big things will happen and you will see many bad things and hear about them. And one
person will condemn the other [Red. Note: e.g. President Trump threatens to destroy North
Korea with fire ....]
One party will set up a gallows for the other; those who briefly greet each other as friends,
will betray each other, the son the father and the father the son.

But do not judge anyone and leave everything to Me alone, then you will find yourself in My
Peace Ark where nothing bad from this time will be able to reach you.
Which of you has the power to do something in the world and to do something about it? Suppose he condemns one party - but if he wins, will not he come and grab him and demand
an account of him? But if he deals with the other party and the former wins, will he not do the
same with the person who was against him? Because I have not yet destined any party for
victory, only the one who chooses My side, therefore refrains from every praise as well as
from any criticism, for you do not know who to praise or criticize. Only I know that and I will
give each one that according to his work ... .. [source: Gifts of Heaven, volume 3, page 342]

The arch of peace - Arco Della Pace – Milan

Magazines:
English bulletin about Jakob Lorber from Portugal 12-2017
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/3761ac_6778c35a7e5541ac918a889403acb998.pdf
Portuguese bulletin about Jakob Lorber 12-2017
http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/3761ac_5ccb48fe82ef447882714381c2e51186.pdf

Dutch magazines about Lorber and Swedenborg
Newsletter December 2017 - to be requested from Jakob Lorber Foundation [3 x per
year]: info@lorber.nl
Digital newsletter about Swedenborg with:
http://www.swedenborg.nl/edities/Swedenborgiana-EDITIE-99-pagina-1.pdf
info@swedenborg.nl
German language about Swedenborg:info@swedenborg.de and swedenborg@web.de

[Switzerland]

Swedenborg prophesied about Jakob Lorber
======================================================================

======================================================================

Swedenborg has done a prophecy which probably points to the direction of
Jakob Lorber. He, Swedenborg, wrote a letter to the Prelate Oetinger on
November 11, 1766 in which he notes that after him, only a bit later, a man will
come with a speaking enlightenment, and that he will be a part on this. On the
basis of this, Swedenborg has emphasized that this voice of inspiration did not
come from outside but from within. [Adversia IU, 6966]
From Jakob Lorber, we know that he heard the voice from within, from the
area of his heart. And Swedenborg was able to write down his gazes in the
spiritual world with his own words.
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